
Ottawa Christian Writers’ Fellowship (OCWF) 
A Chapter of the Word Guild 

Building a Community of Christian Writers in our Nation’s Capital 

Be a Part of OCWF Community Book Reviews 
We can build community by reading, writing, and posting 
reviews of our local authors’ work. Here’s the next book:

 

Jane Catherine Rozek  is an 
author, a blogger, and an 
independent Christian trailblazer 
who writes to spiritually hungry 
people on how to connect to God 
and activate faith as a source of 
power. Her book, The Celestial 
Proposal: Our Invitation to Join 
the God Kind (2013)  was featured 
in Foreward Reviews in the Body, 
Mind, and Spirit category, and 
her  blog Heart-Thoughts is 
followed by over 700 readers. To 
connect with Jane Catherine, visit 
her https://
janecatherinerozek.com, Jane 

Catherine Rozek LinkedIn and Jane Catherine Rozek Facebook, 
and Jane Catherine Rozek Goodreads. 

Description: The Celestial Proposal presents a new paradigm for 
a Twenty-first Century spiritual Christianity defining God’s 
plans for us in a bold new perspective. This book builds a solid 
foundation and then gives two components to activate faith as a 
creative force. It proposes an alignment with God to develop a 
belief system strong enough to manifest your words into physical 
reality in six precise steps. 

Nicole Wegscheider enjoys co-ordinating community book reviews.  

Online Review Period —  February 1, 2023 to February 28, 2023 

Resource — Reviewers’ Instructional Guide — read, write, and post online reviews

Watch for our next featured book on www.thewordguild.com/ottawa
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